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Minutes of 10th WIRS UCP Forum 
Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Coventry on 21st July 2011 

 
Attendees: 

Frank McDonald – Energetics, Design and Build 
Jeremy Hobbis – Severn Trent Metering Services 
Roger Burke – Aptus 
Peter Vaughan – Envoy 
Karl Miller – Carillion 
Dave Grayson – PN Daly 
Ray Perriman – Central Networks East Plc 
Mark Hogan – J Murphy & Sons Ltd 
Ataur Rahman – Veolia Water 
Grant Morgan – Utility Gateway 
Steve Draper – Infrastructure Gateway 
Nigel Evans – Scottish Power 
Simon Dodd – GTC 
Kathryn Oliver – PDI 
Raff Whitehead - WaterCo 

Martyn Speight – LR 
Mark Whitehouse - LR 
 

Apologies  
Stuart Barr - TIG  

 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
1.  General Update 
 
1.1 WIRS in Scotland 
The Water Industry Commission for Scotland has set a target date on Scottish Water of 
April 2012 to open up competition in their area to cover water mains and service 
connections.  Also to cover meter installation and maintenance activities.  Scottish Water 
has asked Lloyd’s Register to develop WIRS to cover these activities and it is envisaged 
that the following scopes will be created solely for use in Scotland. 

- Construction Routine Under Pressure Mains Connections (CRUPC) 
- Construction Non-Routine Basic Branch Mains Connections (CNRBC) 
- Construction Non-Routine Complex Mains Branch Mains Connections 

(CNRCC) 
- Small Routine Meter Installation Maintenance (SRMIM) 
- Intermediate Routine Meter Installation Maintenance (IRMIM) 
- All Routine Meter Installation Maintenance (ARMIM) 

Details of the scopes are currently being developed and they will need to be sign-ff by 
WIRSAP before the scheme gets updated.  
 
1.2  Civil Engineering Specification for the Water Industry 
The 7th edition of CESWI 7th has been published by WRc (copies obtainable via 
www.webookshop.com).  This now forms the base specification for self-lay work and 
replaces the CESWI extract that was integrated into the 1st edition of the Self-Lay Code 
of Practice. 
 

http://www.webookshop.com/
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In reality there is little material change between the 6th and 7th editions of CESWI 
regarding the specification for constructing standard distribution networks and UCPs 
will largely find that the specification for the work they do is in the Code of Practice and 
water company addendums.  However, for general specification matters, UCPs do need 
to have access to either the 7th edition of CESWI or hold a 6th edition and have identified 
any specification changes. 
 
Clause 1.16 of CESWI refers to Water UK’s ‘Principles of Water Supply Hygiene and 
Technical Guidance Notes’ (which can be downloaded from the publication section on 
www.water.org.uk).  These cover requirements that are already policed through WIRS 
and, to ensure compliance, UCPs should ensure that they are familiar with:- 

- Principles of Water Supply Hygiene Document 
- TGN 1 Medical screening 
- TGN 2 Distribution system (new mains and services)  
- TGN 13 Preparation of chlorine solutions 
- TGN 14 Disposal of chlorinated water  

  
 
2. Matters Arising from WIRS Forum and WIRSAP meetings 
 
The minutes of the 

- WIRS UCP Forum held on 9 September 2010 
- WIRSAP meetings held on 17 March 2011 

were briefly reviewed.  As these were held some time ago matters arising that are still 
current were discussed under the relevant sections below.  
 
 
3. Routine Mains Connection Scope 
 
The recently introduced scope for the making of in-line mains connections (CRMC) is 
gradually getting established.  There are now four UCP’s that hold ‘Full’ accreditation 
for this scope and two in the process of working towards partial accreditation.  A 
learning point from assessments for the connections scope is the need for UCPs to 
ensure that they have a ‘commissioning procedure’ which covers post connection mains 
flushing and that they have provided their operatives with a hydrant standpipe. 
 
Feedback from a UCP now doing connections work is that they have found holding this 
scope enables them to deliver work in ways that better meets their developer client 
requirements.  However they report that there remains a need to ‘remind’ water 
companies of the need to provide the initial site connection to ensure that this is ready 
when the site connection is due to be made.  They also report that only UU appears to 
have established procedures, with forms etc., covering mains connections work and that 
differences between water companies about who takes samples can cause confusion.  
 
 
4. WIRS Compliance Issues and Feedback 
 
The WIRS assessment visit and findings summary report covering the period 1st January 
to 30th June 2011 was discussed.  (A copy of this report forms Appendix A of these 
minutes).  There were no renewal assessments in this period. 
 

http://www.water.org.uk/
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The level of surveillance activity in this six month period was much higher than that in 
the previous report covering January to December 2010 and significantly more 
deficiencies were identified.  The feeling amongst UCPs was that WIRSAP may view 
poorly the reported number of deficiencies, both major and minor, when the report 
shows improvements in those areas where deficiencies had previously occurred.  UCPs 
were also concerned that the data is being viewed in isolation without any 
benchmarking against water companies own labour or contractors performance.  An 
issue is also that WIRS assessments require compliance with national standards (such as 
WIS 4-32-08 covering electrofusion) when it is known that not all water companies insist 
on such requirements (as it is known that provision of shelters and preparing pipes with 
proprietary scrapers, both of which are needed for compliance with this standard are not 
always required for water company’s own contractors).  Hence it is possible for 
operatives failing to meet WIRS requirements but be compliant when carrying out work 
as a water company contractor. 
 
Actions – LR to discuss at WIRSP asking water companies to provide their audit finding 

to enable comparisons to be made between UCPs and direct labour/contractors 
working for water companies 

  - UCPs to take heed of the audit findings and ensure that appropriate control 
   checks are built into their own procedures. 

 
    
5.  Water Company Notices and Construction Notifications 
 
UCP’s are concerned that whilst there are some water companies who provide clear 
information on contact arrangements for setting up pre-start meetings or for sending 
start of construction notifications many companies do not routinely provide this 
information (in their addendum or on their websites). 
 
Being made aware of this issue Martyn Speight contacted all water companies via the 
Water UK contact list provided by Steve Burley to clarify their self-lay contact 
arrangements.  Only 4 water companies (Anglian, Bristol, Dee Valley and South East) 
replied, all of which show differences regarding contact arrangements. 
 
UCPs feel that the clarity over communication routes to water companies is vital and 
asked LR to raise the matter at WIRSAP. 
 
Action – LR to discuss communication arrangement issues at WIRSAP and to highlight 

the current problems     
 
 
6. Operative Competency Requirements, NCO(W)  
 
The ‘experienced worker’ route for Network Construction Operations (Water) 
registration expired on 30 June 2011.  Applicants now either have to be by operatives 
already holding NVQ, or equivalent, qualifications or enter via the new NCO(W) – 
Trainee category which has been set-up to allow for training and NVQ assessments.  The 
trainee scope can only be held for a fixed duration of 12 months, from the date of 
registration. 
 
Given the NCO(W) registration constraints WIRS now allows, subject to water company 
agreement, UCPs to use operatives who are ‘under NVQ assessment’ on a site specific 
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basis.  Where this arrangement applies the water company agreement to the use of 
named operatives needs to be documented. 
 
Whilst the WIRS operative qualification requirements differ from those required for 
water company operatives it appears that the gap could be closing with Drinking Water 
Inspectorate (DWI) apparently highlighting to water companies weakness in their 
systems and controls through using unqualified operatives.  There is also some 
discussion about water companies requiring their operatives to hold EUSR Water SHEA 
registrations. 
 
UCPs have identified the time delays it can take to get gas qualified operatives to hold 
NCO(W).  To facilitate discussion with training providers EU Skills have provided a 
comparison table covering the various NVQ modules for both the Gas and Water 
Network Construction Qualifications. The table (see Appendix B) sets out the 
qualification structure providing information on both core mandatory units for 
mainlaying/service laying together with generic core mandatory units. It also gives 
details of additional units that can be taken undertaken. Whilst not relevant to WIRS the 
table also includes qualifications for repairs and maintenance activities. 
 
 
7. Regulatory Scene 
 
7.1 Ofwat Guidance 
Ofwat have indicated that they are still intending to hold a consultation and implement 
updated self-lay guidance before April 2012.  However it is known that the Ofwat team 
that has been involved in self-lay matters is undergoing change with indications that 
staff are leaving Ofwat so it is difficult to judge whether the (now much extended) 
timescale for publishing updated guidance will be met. 
 
7.2 Off-site Mains Charging 
Ofwat hosted a workshop in mid June where they outlined proposals to utilise 
infrastructure charges to pay for off-site works as they see this as a short term method to 
address many of the issues they are notified about concerning off-site mains charging 
and transparency about how infrastructure charge contributions are utilised.  The 
workshop identified a number of issues with the proposals and the feedback from Ofwat 
is expected in early August.  Nevertheless UCPs may care to note the likelihood of 
changes in this area.   
 
7.3  Possible Legislation Changes 
A water White Paper is under preparation by Defra and it is known that changes to the 
legislation covering the Commuted Sum/DAD and Asset Value calculations are under 
consideration.  If UCPs have any thoughts about how best this can be done Martyn 
Speight has the name of the person involved in this work at Defra. 
 
 
8. UCP Representatives on WIRSAP  
 
WIRSAP has agreed to increasing the number of UCP representatives on WIRSAP from 
3 to 5.  This has resulted (via an email discussion with accredited UCPs earlier in the 
year) with Frank McDonald and Simon Dodd becoming new representatives.  Since then 
Ken Marsh has asked to stand-down so a further vacancy has arisen.  Grant Morgan 
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(from Utility Gateway) has offered to fill this vacancy and was accepted by UCPs at the 
meeting. 
 
This means that the current UCP representatives on WIRSAP, with their contact details, 
are as follows; 
 Frank McDonald (frank.mcdonald@energetics-uk.com) 

Grant Morgan (grantm@u-gateway.co.uk) 
 Mike Scowcroft (michael.scowcroft@scottishpower.com) 

Nick Mahoney (nick.mahoney@aquamain.com) 
 Simon Dodd (simon.dodd@gtc-uk.co.uk) 
 
The expectation is that UCP representatives attend WIRS Forums to provide feedback 
from UCPs to WIRSAP.  It was noted that Mike Scowcroft was not a regular attender at 
these meetings and Martyn Speight agreed to discuss with Mike’s his continuing 
involvement.    
 
Action – Martyn Speight to contact Mike Scowcroft  
 
  
9. Other Business 
 
9.1 Water Company Addendums 
 
Frank McDonald has been trying to discuss standardising Water Companies Self-Lay 
addendums and, following consultation, has identified required addendum coverage to 
facilitate providing UCPs with the information needed to facilitate self-lay work.  The 
schedule produced by Frank is provided as Appendix C.  
 
The content of the schedule was discussed and the amendments identified are 
highlighted in the appendix. 
 
Frank had been trying to get Steve Burley to discuss the suggested template at WIRSAP 
but Steve has indicated that it is more an Ofwat issue.  However it was also suggested 
that another route maybe to ask Steve Burley to take the issue to the Water UK 
‘Developer Services Group’ for consideration on standardisation. 
 
UCPs felt that the lack of standardisation with water company addendum was an issue 
that urgently needed to be addressed along with prompting all water companies to keep 
their addendum up to date.  
 
Action – Frank McDonald to further discuss with Steve Burley 

 
9.2 Water Company Design 
 
Examples of issues with designs produced by water companies were highlighted which 
included:- 

- insistence on 3-way valving on all branch connections – without regard to the 
flows in the new network or number of properties on the branch 

- mains being oversized 
- insufficient pipe length being provided at the end of branch connections for 

the required separation distance between service connection points 
 

mailto:frank.mcdonald@energetics-uk.com
mailto:michael.scowcroft@scottishpower.com
mailto:nick.mahoney@aquamain.com
mailto:simon.dodd@gtc-uk.co.uk
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These factors either have a significant impact on costs or can, because they lead to 
construction difficulties, cause subsequent compliance issues.  Hence UCPs feel that 
improvements in water company design standards are needed. 
 
 
10. Next Forum Meeting 
 
LR seek to hold WIRS Forum meetings about 3 times a year, each a little before a 
WIRSAP meeting.  However there does need to be a reason for bringing UCPs together 
which is the reason why there has been a gap since the previous Forum meeting.  Whilst 
the forthcoming Ofwat consultation may provide such an opportunity structuring a 
Forum around the consultation will depend on whether it impacts on WIRS or is more 
about addressing wider self-lay issues. 
 
Hence a date for the next WIRS Forum was not set and LR will keep this under review 
and would welcome any UCP feedback about the timing of the next meeting.  However 
the intention is to ensure that Forums are held regularly and the interval between each 
one does not extend much beyond 6 months. 
 
For information the next WIRSAP meeting is due to be held on 15th September 2011. 
 
  



 

Appendix A 
 
WIRS Assessment Visit Findings Summary Report 
For 1 January to 30 June - 2011 
 
This report summarises the findings from surveillance visit and renewal 
assessments of companies holding WIRS accreditation.  It separately identifies 
findings relating to office systems and field activities. 
 
 
A. Surveillance Visits 
 
During the 6 month period 1st January through to 30th June 2011  

- 18 surveillance visits were carried out on the 34 UCPs holding ongoing  
WIRS accreditation 

- These visits resulted in 10 major deficiencies being identified and 29 minor 
deficiencies being identified 

The actual findings are detailed below. 
 
Major deficiencies being were immediate rectification action is required with 
minor deficiencies being where the remedial action needs to be completed before 
the next visit. 
 
The 39 deficiencies identified equates to around 2 per visit.  These are 
summarised in the following chart.  The total number of deficiencies raised per 
visit is not far from the findings for 2010 however the proportion of major 
deficiencies (at 26% compared to 9% in 2010) has significantly increased.  
 

WIRS SV Deficiency Summary

5.1%

17.9%

51.3%

25.6%

0.0%

0.0%

Water Company Interface
Competency
Work Controls
Method of Working
Subcontractors
Technical Auditing Controls
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The detailed breakdown of deficiencies being provided in the following table 
 

Identified Deficiency
Major Minor Major Minor

Water Company Interfaces
Notices and agreements not in place before work start 1 1

Competency
Competency Assessments Not Complete or Up to Date 0
Assistant not registered (or out of date) with EUSR 3 4
Hygiene registrations not current 1 0
Water SHEA out of date 1 3 1 2
EUSR Cards not available for operative on site 3
Technical Advisor role not adequately defined 1
Induction (incl subcontractors) inadequate 0
Company ID Card out of date/not available on site 1

Work Controls
Work specification (incl drawings) is inadequate 1 0 1
Work specification to developer & groundworkers inadequate 1
Inadequate controls when site not ready/int stoptap not fitted 1 3
Method statements/policy docs out of date or not signed off 7 1 3
Method statements held do not fully cover all work activities 4 1 3
Risk assessments out of date 2
Errors/inaccuracies in method statements/risk assessments 3
COSHH Sheets do not cover all substances 6
Adequate briefings not provided to all staff 1

Method of Working
Work not being done fully to required standards 2 1 2
Materials being used precludes correct methods of working 1
Equipment being used precludes correct methods of working 4 6
Equipment defective/not in calibration 0
Material not adequately checked on site 1
Fittings not adequately stored 1
Appropriate PPE not available 0

Subcontractors
Work processes do not adequately check subcontractors 2
Work controls do not adequately control private servicelaying 2

Technical Auditing Controls
Audit programme inadequate/does not cover all work activities 2
Audit findings not adequately followed up 0

Totals 4 41 10 29
Percentage of Totals 8.9% 91.1% 25.6% 74.4%

Jan-Jun 20112010 (Full Year)

WIRS Deficiency Report Summary
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B.  Renewal Assessments 
 
No renewal assessments were carried out in the period January to June 2011 
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Full details of the actual findings are given below.  (Duplicates are combined with the 
number of occurrences indicated). 
‘O’ indicates deficiency identified during office/system evaluation and ‘F’ indicates deficiency 
identified during field based assessment 
 
Water Company Interfaces 

Major 
(O) UCP procedures do not ensure that the requirements for noticing and agreements are 
in place with the adopting water company before work commences 
Minor 
(F) Verbal agreement allowing work to start needs to be documented 
 
Competency 

Major 
(F) Operative DOMS card had expired (training had been arranged) 
 
Minor 
(F) Assistance operative did not hold NCO(W) assistant registration (x 3) 
(F) Operatives did not hold current SHEA registrations (but were booked on training 
course) (x2) 
(F) Assistant Operative (who had just started) held Hygiene and SHEA but was not 
registered for NCO(W) training 
 
Work Instruction and Control 

Major 
(F) Services being connected to properties before a controlling stoptap had been fitted 
(x2) 
(F) Previous SV not closed regarding method statements held by gang not reviewed and 
re-issued to gangs 
(F) Drawings held by gang were marked ‘not for construction’ 
 
Minor 
(F) Method statements for service laying and electrofusion needs to include SHEA 
competence 
(F) Method statement covering flange detailed and bolting not in gang packs 
(F) COSHH sheets for hypochlorite tablets not in van x 5 
(F) COSHH sheet for sodium hyperchlorite not available onsite 
(F) Risk assessment on site had not been reviewed since 2007 
(F) Risk assessments and method statements not reviewed annually in accordance with 
UCP policy 
(F) Method statements held by gang were not the latest version authorised by the UCP 
(F) Method statements and risk assessment with gang had not been reviewed in 
accordance with UCP policy 
(O) Method statements of subcontractor not held by project manager (but were available 
on-site)  
(F) Butt fusion method statement on site incomplete (pages missing) 
 
Methods of Working 

Major 
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(F) Service laying work not being done to industry standards and best practice.  Specific 
issues were positioning of boundary box, verticality of boundary box, fixing meters 
before service flushed through and unnecessary use of bends. 
(F) Stubflanges used on site not ‘pupped’ stubflanges therefore not able to clamp in line 
with best practice 
(F) Connections being made to premises where an internal stoptap had not been fitted 
 
Minor 
(F)Umbrella being used on site rather than shelter 
(F) Gang did not have a pipe scraper on-site so were unable to do the work ‘strictly in 
accordance with WIS 4-32-08) (x3) 
(F) No pipe rollers on-site 
(F) No tent or sheleter available on-site though weather conditions were good 
(F) Chloros spray not being used when assembling fittings 
(F) Service tappings on main being made within 300mm of each other 
 
 
Subcontractors 
None 
 
Technical Auditing Standards 
None 
 
 



 

Appendix B 
 

Comparison of Gas and Water Network Construction Qualifications (2011) 
 

Core mandatory units 
MUNC001 – Create an efficient and effective work environment 
MUNC003 – Establish and maintain effective working relationships 
MUNC005 – install equipment for safe working on sites 
MUNC006 – Locate and avoid supply apparatus 
MUNC007 – Excavate and maintain holes and trenches 
MUNC009 – Operate powered tools and equipment for routine and predictable requirements 
 
Additional core mandatory for gas Additional core mandatory for water 
MUNC002 – Maintain a  safe and secure working 
environment on gas network construction 

MUNC002 – Maintain a safe and secure working environment on water network 
construction 
 

Mainlaying mandatory 
units 

Servicelaying mandatory 
units 

Mainlaying mandatory 
units 

Servicelaying mandatory 
units 

Repair and maintenance 
mandatory units 

MUNC010 – Joint 
materials by electrofusion 
MUNC011A – Joint 
materials by butt fusion 
processes up to 180mm 
MUNC013C – Install gas 
engineering products or 
assets up to 180mm 
MUNC015A – Conduct 
specified testing of gas 
engineering products or 
assets - mains 

MUNC010 – Joint 
materials by electrofusion 
MUNC013A – Install gas 
services up to 63mm 
MUNC015B – Conduct 
specified testing of gas 
services 
 

MUNC010 – Joint 
materials by electrofusion 
MUNC011A – Joint 
materials by butt fusion 
processes up to 180mm 
MUNCW012 – Joint 
materials by mechanical 
means 
MUNCW013C – Install 
water mains up to 150mm 
NB (180mm) 

MUNCW012 – Joint 
materials by mechanical 
means 
MUNCW013B – Install 
water services up to 50mm 
NB (63m PE) 
 

MUNC004 – Install 
equipment for safe 
working on the highway 
MUNC010 – Joint 
materials by electrofusion 
MUNCW012 – Joint 
materials by mechanical 
means 
MUNCW013B – Install 
water services up to 50mm 
NB (63m PE) 
MUNCW018 – Restore 
Water components to 
operational condition by 
repair  
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Distribution specific mandatory units  
MUNC004 – Install 
equipment for safe 
working on the highway 
MUNC016 Conduct 
specified connections to 
gas network mains and 
commissioning 
 

MUNC004 – Install 
equipment for safe 
working on the highway 
 

MUNC004 – Install 
equipment for safe 
working on the highway 
 

MUNC004 – Install 
equipment for safe 
working on the highway 
 

n/a 

Repair and  maintenance specific mandatory units 
MUNC019 – Restore gas components to operational 
condition by repair 
MUNC020 – Assess and minimise risks to life, property 
and the environment during gas escapes 
MUNC021 – Conduct specified testing of gas network 
associated with leakage location 
MUNC022 – Analyse and interpret the results of 
surveys to determine the location of gas escapes 

 

 
Network Construction Operations (Gas)- Main layer (level 2) 
 
There are three pathways through this qualification: 

• Network construction operations (Gas)- Mainlayer (Self lay) 
• Network construction operations (Gas)- Mainlayer (Distribution) 
• Network Construction operations (Gas) - Mainlayer (Repair and Maintenance) 

 
Network construction operations (Gas)- Mainlayer (Self lay) = 11 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for gas + all Mainlaying 
mandatory units) 
 
Network construction operations (Gas)- Mainlayer (Distribution) = 13 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for gas + all 
Mainlaying mandatory units + all distribution specific mandatory units) 
Network construction operations (Gas)- Mainlayer (Repair and Maintenance) = 17 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for gas + 
all Mainlaying mandatory units + all distribution specific mandatory units + all repair and maintenance specific mandatory units) 
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Network Construction Operations (Gas)- Service layer (level 2) 
 
There are three pathways through this qualification: 

• Network construction operations (Gas)- Service layer (Self lay) 
• Network construction operations (Gas)- Service layer (Distribution) 
• Network construction operations (Gas)- Service layer (Repair and Maintenance) 

 
Network construction operations (Gas)- Service layer (Self lay) = 10 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for gas + all Service 
laying mandatory units) 
 
Network construction operations (Gas)- Service layer (Distribution) = 11 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for gas + all Service 
laying mandatory units + all distribution specific mandatory units) 
 
Network construction operations (Gas)- Service layer (Repair and Maintenance) = 15 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for gas 
+ all Service laying mandatory units + all distribution specific mandatory units + all repair and maintenance specific mandatory units) 
 
 
Network Construction Operations (Water)- Main layer (level 2) 
 
There are two pathways through this qualification: 

• Network construction operations (Water)- Mainlayer (Self lay) 
• Network construction operations (Water)- Mainlayer (Distribution) 

 
 
Network construction operations (Water)- Mainlayer (Self lay) = 11 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for water + all 
Mainlaying mandatory units) 
 
Network construction operations (Water)- Mainlayer (Distribution) = 12 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for water + all 
Mainlaying mandatory units + distribution specific mandatory unit) 
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Network Construction Operations (Water)- Service layer (level 2)  
 
There are two pathways through this qualification: 

• Network construction operations (Water)- Service layer (Self lay) 
• Network construction operations (Water)- Service layer (Distribution) 

 
Network construction operations (Water)- Servicelayer (Self lay) = 9 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for water + all 
Servicelaying mandatory units) 
 
Network construction operations (Water)- Servicelayer (Distribution) = 10 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for water + all 
servicelaying mandatory units + distribution specific mandatory unit) 
 
 
 
Network Construction Operations (Water)- Repair and Maintenance (level 2)  
 
There is one pathway through this qualification: 
Network construction operations (Water)- Repair and Maintenance = 12 units (all core mandatory units + additional core mandatory for water + all repair 
and maintenance mandatory units + distribution specific mandatory unit) 
 
 
In addition to the units required for achievement of each qualification, learners may decide to complete additional units from the list below where 
they are required to complete these activities as part of their job role. Please note that achievement of additional units does not contribute to 
achievement of the qualification. If taken, these units will be listed on the certificate as additional units. 
 
Additional units  
Network Construction 
Operations (Gas)- Main 
layer (level 2) 
 

Network Construction 
Operations (Gas)- 
Service layer (level 2) 
 

Network Construction 
Operations (Water)- 
Main layer (level 2) 
 

Network Construction 
Operations (Water)- 
Service layer (level 2)  
 

Network Construction 
Operations (Water)- 
Repair and Maintenance 
(level 2)  
 

MUNC11B – Join 
materials by butt fusion 
process above 180mm 
MUNC013E – Install 

MUNC008 – Reinstate 
excavation and pavement 
surfaces after utility 
network construction 

MUNC008 – Reinstate 
excavation and pavement 
surfaces after utility 
network construction 

MUNC008 – Reinstate 
excavation and pavement 
surfaces after utility 
network construction 

MUNC008 – Reinstate 
excavation and pavement 
surfaces after utility 
network construction 

15 
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engineering products or 
assets above 180mm 
MUNC008 – Reinstate 
excavation and pavement 
surfaces after utility 
network construction 

MUNC13G – Install 
external service risers 
MUNC023 – 
Disconnection of meters 
 

MUNC011C – Join 
materials by butt fusion 
process above 315mm 
MUNC011D – Join 
materials by butt fusion 
process between 180 to 
315mm  
MUNC0W13D – Install 
engineering products or 
assets from 150mm NB 
(180mm) to 300mm NB 
(315mm)  
MUNCW013F – Install 
engineering products or 
assets above 300mm NB 
(315mm) 
MUNCW014 – Conduct 
specified testing of Water 
engineering products or 
assets 
MUNCW018 – Restore 
Water components to 
operational condition by 
repair  

MUNC010 – Joint 
materials by electrofusion 
MUNCW018 – Restore 
Water components to 
operational condition by 
repair  
 

MUNC011A – Joint 
materials by butt fusion 
process up to 180mm 
MUNC011C – Join 
materials by butt fusion 
process above 315mm 
MUNC011D – Join 
materials by butt fusion 
process between 180 to 
315mm  
MUNC0W13D – Install 
engineering products or 
assets from 150mm NB 
(180mm) to 300mm NB 
(315mm)  
MUNCW013F – Install 
engineering products or 
assets above 300mm NB 
(315mm) 
MUNCW014 – Conduct 
specified testing of Water 
engineering products or 
assets 
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Appendix C 
 
Suggested Template Specifying Water Company Self-Lay Addendum Information 
 
1       Web Links  to Water Co documents or 

forms:- 
 

1.1 Self Lay Policy  
1.2 Self Lay Addendum  
1.3 Application for record plan of existing assets  
1.4 Application for Point of Connection   
1.5 Application for Design Approval to Self Lay  
   
2 Charges  
2.1 Self Lay charges  
2.2 Connection charges  
2.3 Metering charges  
2.4 Others  
   
3 Notifications - web links to forms for:-  
3.1 Notification of pre-start meeting  
3.2 Notification to commence mains laying  
3.3 Notification of mains commissioning  
3.4 Notification of routine in-line connection  
3.5 Application for Asset Payment  
3.6 Notification of providing service 

connections 
 

3.7 Notification of completion of connections  
   
4 Mains - Specification and requirements  
4.1 PE (including jointing)  
4.2 PE Barrier pipe (including jointing)  
4.3 Ductile Iron  
4.4 Commissioning works deemed non-

contestable 
 

4.5 Brownfield guidance  
   
5 Service Connections - Specification and 

requirements 
 

5.1 PE (including jointing)  
5.2 PE Barrier pipe (including jointing)  
5.3 Preferred Stopcock arrangement  
5.4 Preferred metering type/arrangement  
5.5 Ducting  
5.6 Trace Wire  
5.7 Test and disinfection  
   
6 Sluice Valves - Specification and 

requirements 
 

   
7 Hydrants - Specification and requirements  
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8 Chamber Sections and Surface Covers 

for:- 
 

8.1 Boundary Boxes (non-contaminated)  
8.2 Boundary Boxes (contaminated)  
8.3 Wall mounted boxes  
8.4 Sluice Valves  
8.5 Fire Hydrants  
8.6 Wash Outs  
8.7 Large accessible chambers  
   
9 Meters type and requirements for:-  
9.1 Single house properties  
9.2 Multi occupancy properties (flats)  
9.3 Commercial properties  
9.7 Provision and installation of meters  
   
10 Water Mains/Service Layout Design  
10.1 Legend details  
10.2 Preferred POC detail  
10.3 Drawing format  
10.4 Variances from NJUG  
10.5 Design Specification / criteria.   
10.6  Variances from the Code of Practice  
 
Also wish to see regarding design 

- provision of a model design template 
- water companies issuing drawings in CAD (not pdf) format 

 
Items added following discussion at WIRS Forum are highlighted 


